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I. EXECUTIVE BRIEF 

Motion and Title: Staff recommends motion to approve: a revised Substance Abuse 
Policy for Palm Beach County's public transit system and transmission of the revised program 
to the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) for approval as required by change in law. 

Summary: On September 9, 2014, the Board of County Commissioners (BCC) of Palm 
Beach County, Florida, approved Palm Tran's Substance Abuse Policy (R2014-1360). The 
FTA of the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) has adopted 49 Code of Federal 
Regulations (CFR) Part 655, which mandates urine drug testing and breath alcohol testing, 
for employees performing safety-sensitive functions. This Policy has been revised to 
incorporate the revisions to 49 CFR Part 40, specifically, modifications to the standards for 
the collection and testing of urine and breath specimens. Countywide (DR) 

Background and Justification: The CFR prevents performance of safety-sensitive 
functions when there is a positive test result. The U.S. DOT has also adopted 49 CFR 
Part 40, which sets standards for the collection and testing of urine and breath specimens. 
This Policy incorporates these federal requirements for employees performing safety
sensitive functions, as well as other provisions as noted. 

Attachments: 1. Substance Abuse Policy - Summary of Policy Changes 
2. Substance Abuse Policy 

-----------------------------===================================== 

Recommended By: /(, ~1:" 1 - '.;J /u c_ J.....Jrfc.,1,t<=-Z oa:.4-

Approved By: t/M \ ~ CD { r F:f{1j 
Assi»ia C>UntyAdministrator I Date 



II. FISCAL IMPACT ANALYSIS 

A. Five Year Summary of Fiscal Impact: 

Fiscal Years 2024 2025 2026 

Capital 
Expenditures 
Ooerating Costs 
External Revenues 
Program 
lncome(County) 
In-Kind 
Match(County 
NET FISCAL 
IMPACT -
#ADDITIONAL FTE 

POSITIONS 
(CUMULATIVE 

Is Item Included in the current Budget? 
Does this item include the use of federal funds? 
Does this item include the use of state funds? 

□Yes 

□Yes 

□Yes 

Budget Account No: Fund Agency Organization 

B. Recommended Sources of Funds/Summary of Fiscal Impact: 

There is no fiscal impact with this item. 

2027 

1:81 No 
1:81 No 
1:81 No 

Object 

C. Departmental Fiscal Review: ___________________ _ 
Lyne Johnson, Director of Admin Services 

III. REVIEW COMMENTS: 

A. OFMB Fiscal and/or Contract Dev. and Control Comments: 

2028 

~ eo(lo / 2-tf , ,,, _ J l . I J/ / ?/ . ,ac:. iaVf/ku11j'41 

B. 

OFMB 0.'i 1,\'\ 
~ b\\d 

Legal Sufficiency 

cE4-- l./t?/'J.(j 

Assistant County Attorney 

C. Other Department Review 

Department Director 

✓,contracYJev: & Control 
"11( ti 14 ;.;up 

(THIS SUMMARY IS NOT TO BE USED AS A BASIS FOR PAYMENT.) 



Substance Abuse Policy Changes 

(FINAL) 

Page DESCRIPTION SECTION LINE ORIGINAL LANGUAGE 2014 NEW LANGUAGE 2024 

Number 

1 'ITILEPAGE July 2014 R{.'vis~d on April 2024 

2 TABLE OF CONTENTS No ChanRe No Cbane:e 

Robert Wejsman, County Administrator Vcrdcnia C. U11ker, County Administr 

Palm Beach County Palm Beach County 
3 REVIEWED AND APPROVED BY Priscilla A. Taylor, MaYot i\·tarla Sachs, Mayor 

Palm Beach County Board ofCmmty Commissioners Palm Beach County Board ofCounty Comm 

• MULTIPLE SECTIONS 
2.0PURPOSE 

3.0 APPLICABILITY 
No Change No Change 

According to the FrA and covered employees, the Su 

Ended at item #4 
Policy added item # 5 to the section- A ssfety-sensith 

A safety-sensitive function is any of the fo11owing duties: 
of the following duties: 

I) Operating a revenue service vehicle, whether or not in revenue service; 
1) Operating a revenue service vehicle, whether or not 
service; 

2) Operating a non-revenue service vehicle, when required to be operated by a holder ofa 2) Operating a non-revorrue service vehicle, when req1 • SAFETY~ SENSITIVE EMPWYEES 3.1 Commercial Driver's Llcense; operated by a holder of a Commercial Driver's Liccns 
3) Controlling dispatch or movement ofa revenue service vehicle; 3) Controlling dispatch or movement ofa revenue ser· 
4) Maintaining a revenue service vehicle or equipment used in revenue service; or 

4) Maintaining a revenue l!Crnce vehicle or equipmeff 
equipment used in revenue service. service; or equipment used in revenue service, 

5) Carrying ll firearm for security purposes, 

Replaced Substance Abuse Policy (SAP) with Emr 
Progrmo, (lr~AP) 

may voluntarily refer her or himself to the Senior Management of Pahn Tran, who will 
may voluntarily refer her or himself to the Senior Mar 
Tran, who will refer the individual to the company's r 

refer the individual to the company's 8118slooee Alrnse Ptafessienal (S ~ for treatment Assistant Program (EA P) for treatment and evaluati 
and evaluation. Voluntary self.referral commits the employee to a therapeutic process. referral commits the employee to a therapeutic proces: 
Confidentia1ity, job security and promolional opportunilies will be protected and no ·ob security and promotional opportunities will be pro 

5 VOLUNTARY REHABILITATION 4,1 4, 7, 12 
disclpllnary action will be taken, The SAP will evaluate the employee and make a specific disciplinmy action will be taken. The .£AI' will evalut 
recommendation regarding the appropriate treatment. When an em.plO}'ee voluntarily refers and make a specific recommenda1ion regarding the ap 
her or himself for treatment, the employee may be eligible for sick leave and disability treatment. When an employee voluntarily refers her 01 
benefits. Employees are encouraged to voluntarily seek professional substance abuse 

treatment, the employee may be eligible for sick leave 
assistance before any substance use or dependence affects job perfunnance. benefits, Employees are encouraged to voluntarily see' 
Please note: Assessment by a-SAP substance alrose assistance before any substance use o 

affects job performance. 
Please note: Assessm.enl by-a EAP 
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Page DESCRIPTION SECTION LINE ORIGINAL LANGUAGE 2014 NEW LANGUAGE 2024 
Number 

FTA regulations specifically prohibit the use of the following i1\ega1, prohjbited substances Replaced Opiates with Opioids - Ff A regulations Sf 

6 PROHIBITED DRUGS 5.1 3 
and require testing for their presence under certain circumstances: Marijuana, the use of the following illegal, prohibited substances 
Amphetamines (Including MOMA-Ecstasy), (:)piates, testing for their presence under certain circumstances: 

Amphetamines (Including MOMA-Ecstasy), Opioid~, 

7 MULTIPLE SECTIONS Current Language No Change 
. 

To adhere to the testing vendor (NMS Managenum 
process lines 9 - I I were added. Palm Tran sha 
urine samples from safety-sensitive employees tote: 
Drugs. An assigned Collection agency will split ea, 

Pahn Tran shall have collected urine samples from safety.-sensitive employees to test for collected inlo a primary and 11 split sample (see testinE 
Prohibited Drugs. An assigned Collection agency will split each urine sample collected urine samples will be sent under seal, with required 

into a primary and a split sample (see testing procedures). The urine samples will be sent fonns, to a laboratory approved by the DHHS. At 
under seal, with required chain of custody fonns, to a laboratory approved by the DHHS. specimens are placed in a secure storage, An initial d: 

8 TESTING FOR PROHIBITED SUBSTANCES 7.1 {B) Testing for Prohibited Drugs 9-11 
At the laboratory, specimens are placed in a secure storage. An initial drug screen will be conducted on each primary specimen. For those speci 

conducted on each primary specimen. For those spedmens that are not negative, a negative, a confirmatory Gas Cbromatography/Mru 
confinnatoty Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry (GS/MS) test will be perfonned. {GS/MS) test will be performed. The test will be con. 

The test will be considered positive if the amounts present are above the minimum the amounts present are above the minimum thresho· 
thresholds established in 49 CFR Part 40, as set forth in the attached Exhibit A, threshold 49 CPR Part 40, as set forth in the attached Exhibit A 

levels oftesting. of testing. If the result of the test of the prirnu 
positive, :idultercd, substituted, or lnvalld !h<' spli 
rctnillcd in frozen stornr,:c for at lrnst for !ll lcnst f 

date the lllbon1tory receives it. The l11hun1tnr;y 
posith•r snecimens in frozen stornJ\P, for nt lei 

Contractor: Dr. Stephen Kracht, C/0 wrc 8140 Ward Pkwy, Suite 275, Kansas City, Contractor: Dr. Ahm"d Howeerly, NMS Mrurng, 
9 MEDICAL REVIEW OFFICER MO 64114, 1-855-355-7058 option I lnc., 2901 South Congre.~s A,·enue, Pnlm Springs, 

967-88!1<! 

10 MULTIPLE SECTIONS Current lan<>Ua<>e No Changes 

11 MULTIPLE SECTlONS Current Language No Chruuzes 
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Number 

Employees performing safety-sensitive func!ions will be subject to unannounced, random Employees performing safety-sensitive functions will be su 
drug and alcohol testing in accordance with FrA regulations. ~ • unannounced, random drug and alcohol testing in aeconlan 

iii a--pOl'.•l-frttnrwhich GUTttlll!ly<2.-5-%-mmk>m..-;1:fot.""'itt'lt--P.Hittl;Je-f~;g---ft"il+Ag-flfl '""' regulatiorui. Testing will meet r,r o:-n•ced ihc minlmum a 

Aft'ffl\t1H:t½Mg.he~,s'l1c-O-f,'t"Fc"<lffill~~-{>I-0,1nce wiili ll1" de.:ckiMl r:ite ~et ench yem;- hy !hr !<"TA ~dministr:iloL Thf rurr, 

af'lhe F+ ~ 's adminislmtaf :13umulffit ta 49 GFR: 6SS.4S. Eaeh--slleft empla!lee shall haffl 8H rates can he vicw<'d (lOtirw at www.lr~nsporra1ion.f{f1VI( 

eqaal slumee al seleetiea and shall remain in !he fl BBi e ,<ea afteF tieing test eel. '!'he basis fcsling-rntt-.s. Th~ wh'ttin□ of cmpfo,1·ees for .-:mdom d 

fef madam seleetioft $1:IUI lrn tw a seieHtifieally alid fRHdem HambeF geneFatien methed 
testing will be nrnde by a scientifirnlly val!d method, 511 

initiated b) eemJJa!eF. 'fhe d~dmiflistefiag ananaeaneeEI testit1g ef:FanElemi) 
number fabk or ii rompl.l!u-haw<l random m,mber gr1 
sr!crt!on prorrss usNJ, t•arh rovcrrtl rrnploye(' will h~vr 

12 RANDOM TESTING 
sel:eeted ee><ered lllll:f)IO:', ees shell be spread Feasenabi) ltlreughelH !ho E!rueRd!lf) e!lf im.8 ofbcint: k~led e:,l'fi limt' sdec(ion.s :m' madP, A rnnrr 

D dlffieg fflHdeffll~ spFead lhfoaglio11t: aJI bellP.l afseAoiee. +his ellStlres that em11leyeas only lw random!)' tested for alcohol rni.rnse while the en 
etilEI he e ere&seBable enJleelatioe IHettheymighEbe ealled fef II te11E ee any illl!i Iii!!!, performin~ s:ifol)·-srmlflve functions,j1!SI before fhe e1 

ll!'e at •erk Bmple~ ees ll!'e re~nid te preeeeEI immedi&tei:) te the sellaetiee site ape!'! pHform s:1foty---5en.~Wvt f1mclion.\, or jnst Mier the ml[ 
netifieatien eflheif randem sel.eetien. performing suth functiom. A covrrcd employee m~r b< 

for r,rnhlhHed drur, mt :rnrtimc while 011 duty. Each c, 
who is notified of st!cttion fo,· nwdom i111Jg or random 
mmC imme.diatdy procccd to lh~ desir,u:l!Nl ftstinr..silc 

Any safety-sensitive employee who has failed a drug test, refused to test or tested in excess Any safety-sensitive employee who has failed a. drug t 
of .04% on an alcohol test must be evaluated a.nd released by a SAP before returning to or tested in excess of .04% on an alcohol test must be 
wotk in a safety-sensitive function, pass a return-to-duty drug or alcohol test and enter inlo released by a SAP before returning to wotk in a safet) 
Palm Tran's "Last Chance Agreement" contract Once allowed to return-to-duty, an function, pass a return-to-duty drug or alcohol test ant 
employee shall be subject to unannounced follow-up testing for at least 12 but not more Tran's ''Last Chance Agreement'' contract Once allo\l 

12 Return-To-Duty/ Follow-up Testing E 
that 60 months. The frequency and duration of the follow-up testing will be determined by duty, u.n employee shell be subject to unannounced fol 
the SAP, with a minimum of six tests performed during the first 12 months. The SAP may at least 12 but not more thau 60 months. The frequen, 
recommend follow-up testing of the employee beyond the 12-month requirement but must the follow-up testing will be detennined by the SAP,~ 
not exceed 60 months from the time the employee returns to duty. of six tests perfonned during the first 12 months. The 

recommend follow-up testing of the employee beyond 
requirement but must not exceed 60 months from the 
returns to dutv. 

13 MultiDle Sections current lanRUaii:e N0Chan11:e 

The SAP will evaluate each employee to determine what assistance, if any, the employee The SAP wm evaluate each employee to determine wl 
needs in resolving problems associated with prohibited substance abuse or misuse, as well any, the employee needs in resolving problems associ1 
a.s to determine whether or not the employee has successfully completed a rehabilitation prohibited substance abuse or misuse, as well as to de 
program. Palm Tran utilizes the fullowing for !he Substance Abuse Professional: Center or not the employee bas successfully completed a reha 
Name: Palm Beach County Occupational Health Clinic program. Palm Tran utilizes the following for the Sul 

14 Substance Abure Profesrional (SAP) • Address: ¼G Australian Avenue Professional: Center Name: Palm Beach County 0cc 
West Palm Beach, FL 33406 Clinic 
Telephone#; 561-233-5450 Address: Inn Australian A venue 

West Palm Beach, FL 33406 
Telephone#: 561-233-5450 
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Any questions regarding this policy or any other aspect of Palm Tran's Substance Abuse 
Any questions regarding this policy or any other aspec 
Substance Abuse Management Program should be din 

Management Program should be directed to the office of the following: Contact: Palm of the following: Contact: Palm Tran's Designated Er. 
Tran's Designated Employer Representative (DER) 

Representative (DER) IS System Cootad 11 Address: J'lQI Eleetta!Hes lU~ 
Address; 100 North Cong:Hs~ A l'Crrnc 

W-estPMm Beaeh, H.. 3340'.7 
Delray Bcllrh, f<L 33445 

Telephone#: 561-841-4200 
Telephone#: 561-841-4200 

16 Multiple Sections Current Lanaguage No Changes 

Exhibit A- Pursuant to the Federal Department of Transportation regulations, the Exhibit A- Pursmmt to the Federal Department ofTra 
following are the drugs to be tested for, and the threshold levels of each lest, which Palm regulations, the following are the drugs to be tested fol 
Tran is required to accept item #3 Qpia!es-metabolites,Codeine/Morpbine threshold levels of each test, which Palm Tran is requi-
#5Amphetamines item #3 Opioids metabolites,Codeine/Morphine #5A 
AMPIMAMP AMPIMAMP 17 ExbibitA Amphetamine, Amphetamine, 
Melhamphetamine Melhamphetamine 

MD MA-Ecstasy MD MA-Ecstasy 
MDA MDA -

l8 ExhlbitB Current Lan1rna1?e No Changes 

19 Palm Tran Substance Current Lanaguage No Changes 
Abuse Program Testing 

Procedures 

./Hnieimum eft, 'Bill}' fio<ie flBFeent E2S%) Sf saeb pMeem designated b~ d:le i,::J;A TesiinP, r:He~ will meet or· exceed the minimum an 

20 Random Testing Procedures s rulmiaislmlaf-il&Jlef' 49 GFR !iSS.4:§: aftfle eligHJle safet31 seasi!i e ea;ple~eee i11 lfle rate ~et em:h yenr hy the FTA admlni~trntor. The 
ranileffl peel Tvill be tested far prehlbik!d SA!,gs aflel a milliffllffR tee JlBFBen~ ~IQ%~ fer testrnr, rntes can he viewed online Jl.l . 

www.tr:H1s1)ortati011,gov/oda11cfrandom-festinf!-ra1 

21 Procedures for Random Test Notification Items1~6 
6. An employee who fails to report for testing shall be provided a pre-termination hearing An emplo,•ee who fail.~ to report for testing shall b1 

prior to termination for refusing to test. (See Exhibit B) termination hearing prior fo terrnin11tiou for rcfus 
Exhihit B) 

22 Randqm Collection Procedures Current Language No Changes 

23 Continuati011 of Random Collection Procedures Current Lanaguage No Changes 

24 Reasonable Suspicion Testing Pnx:edures Current Lanaguage No Changes 

2S Post-Accident Testing Procedures Current Lanaguage No Changes 

26 Post-Act:ident Alcohol and Drug Testing Criteria Current language No Changes 
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27 Return-To-Duty and Follow-up Testing Current Language No Changes 

28 Continuation ofReturn-To-Duty and Follow-up Current language NoCbanges 
Testin2 

29 Employee Requested Testing Procedures Item2 
Applicants must be infonned in writing of the testing requirements prior to conducting the 

Applicants must be infonned in writing of the testing r 
to conducting the test. Palm Tran will require the appli 

test. Palm Tran will require the applicant to sign a fonn acknowledging that Ibey know that 
fonn acknowledging that they know that their urine wi 

their urine will be tested for Cocaine, PCP, Amphetamines, Marijuana, and Opiare5-, 
Cocaine PCP Amohetamines. Marijuana and 011ioid 
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Palm Tran 
SUBSTANCE ABUSE POLICY 

1.0POLICY 

Palm Tran is dedicated to providing safe, dependable, and economical service to its customers. 
Palm Tran's employees are our most valuable resource. It is our policy (1) to take appropriate 
action to ensure that employees are not impaired in their ability to perform assigned duties in a 
safe, productive, and healthy manner; (2) to foster and maintain a drug and alcohol free 
environment for all employees and patrons; (3) to prohibit the unlawful manufacture, distribution, 
dispensing, possession, or use of controlled substances; and ( 4) to encourage employees to 
voluntarily seek professional assistance whenever personal problems, including alcohol or drug 
use, may adversely affect their ability to perform their assigned tasks. To achieve the goal of a 
substance-free workplace, this policy incorporates three integrated components: 

A) Prevention through education and training: 

Education and training will communicate and clarify this policy to all applicable employees, assist 
employees in recognizing substance abuse problems and in finding solutions to those problems. 

B) Detect_ion, deterrence and enforcement: 

All safety-sensitive employees will be subject to pre-employment, reasonable suspicion, post
accident, random, return-to-duty and follow-up, drug and/or alcohol testing. Applicants for safety
sensitive positions will not be hired unless they pass a pre-employment drug test. Depending on 
the type of test, positive drug or alcohol tests will result in a referral to a Substance Abuse 
Professional (SAP) and a return-to-duty test or termination. 

C) Treatment and opportunities for rehabilitation: 

Alcohol and drug abuse are recognized as diseases that can be treated. Palm Tran promotes a 
voluntary rehabilitation program to encourage employees to seek professional assistance prior to 
testing positive for drugs or alcohol, without fear of discipline. 

Page 4 of33 



2.QJ'URPOSE 

The purpose of this policy is to assure worker fitness for duty and to protect our employees, 
passengers, and the public from the risks posed by the use of alcohol and Prohibited Drugs (as 
defined below). This policy is also intended to comply with all applicable Federal regulations 
governing workplace anti-drug programs in the transit industry. 

The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) of the U.S. Department of Transportation has adopted 
49 CFR (Code of Federal Regulations) Part 655, which mandates urine drug testing and breath 
alcohol testing, for employees performing safety-sensitive functions. These regulations also 
prevent performance of safety-sensitive functions when there is a positive test result. The U.S. 
Department of Transportation (DOT) has also adopted 49 CFR Part 40, which sets standards for 
the collection and testing of urine and breath specimens. This Policy incorporates these federal 
requirements for employees performing safety-sensitive functions, as well as other provisions as 
noted. 

In addition, DOT has published 49 CFR Part 29, implementing the Drug-Free Workplace Act of 
1988, which requires the establishment of drug-free workplace policies and the reporting of certain 
drug-related offenses to the FTA. 

If any provision of an existing Palm Tran policy, rule or resolution is inconsistent or in conflict 
with any provision of this policy or the DOT /FT A Regulations, this policy and the FT A 
Regulations shall take precedence; if any provision of this policy is inconsistent or in conflict with 
the FT A Regulations, the FT A Regulations shall take precedence. 

Palm Tran will strictly adhere to all standards of confidentiality and assure all employees that 
testing records and results will be released only to those authorized by the FTA rules to receive 
such information. 

3.0 APPLICABILITY 

3.1 Safety-Sensitive Employees: 

This policy applies to all safety-sensitive Palm Tran employees only, including paid part time 
employees who perform or could be called upon to perform any safety-sensitive function. In the 
case of alcohol testing, "performing a safety-sensitive function" includes any period in which the 
employee is actually performing, ready to perform or immediately performed a safety-sensitive 
function. For both drug and alcohol testing, this policy applies to off-site lunch periods or breaks 
when an employee is scheduled to return to work. Participation in Palm Tran's drug and alcohol 
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testing program is a requirement of each safety-sensitive employee, and therefore, is a condition 
of employment. 

A safety-sensitive function is any of the following duties: 

1) Operating a revenue service vehicle, whether or not in revenue service; 

2) Operating a non-revenue service vehicle, when required to be operated by a holder of 
a Commercial Driver's License; 

3) Controlling dispatch or movement of a revenue service vehicle; 

4) Maintaining a revenue service vehicle or equipment used in revenue service; or 
equipment used in revenue service. 

5) Carrying a firearm for security purposes. 

The following is a list of Safety-Sensitive Functions at Palm Tran: 

1) All employees with a commercial driver's license that will operate a revenue service, 
or non-revenue service vehicle; 

2) All dispatch personnel and supervisors who control the movement of any revenue 
service vehicle; 

3) All Maintenance personnel who perform various repairs to revenue vehicles and those 
who directly supervise them or; 

4) All Trainers, who will operate a revenue service or non-revenue service vehicle. 

5) All Service Coordinators and direct supervisors of Service Coordinators who transport 
passengers in a revenue service or non-revenue service vehicle. 

3.2 Other Palm Tran Employees; Contractors: 

Contractors who perform safety-sensitive duties for Palm Tran will also be subject to the same 
requirements as safety-sensitive Palm Tran employees. Palm Tran does not utilize volunteers that 
are safety sensitive. Under Palm Tran authority, all non-safety-sensitive employees will be subject 
to Palm Beach County's, Controlled Substances Use and Testing Policy for Palm Tran (PPM# 
PT-P-060). 

4.0 OPPORTUNITIES FOR REHABILITATION 

To promote a drug and alcohol free workplace, this policy includes the option of voluntary 
rehabilitation. 
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4.1 Voluntary Rehabilitation: 

An employee who has a drug and/or alcohol abuse problem and has not been selected for 
reasonable suspicion, random or post-accident testing or is not involved in a disciplinary 
proceeding, may voluntarily refer her or himself to the Senior Management of Palm Tran, who 
will refer the individual to the company's Employee Assistant Program (EAP) for treatment and 
evaluation. Voluntary self-referral commits the employee to a therapeutic process. Confidentiality, 
job security and promotional opportunities will be protected and no disciplinary action will be 
taken. The EAP will evaluate the employee and make a specific recommendation regarding the 
appropriate treatment. When an employee voluntarily refers her or himself for treatment, the 
employee may be eligible for sick leave and disability benefits. Employees are encouraged to 
voluntarily seek professional substance abuse assistance before any substance use or dependence 
affects job performance. 

Please note: Assessment by a EAP does not shield an employee from disciplinary action or 
guarantee employment or reinstatement with the transit system. This policy document should be 
consulted to determine the penalty for performance-based infractions and violation of policy 
provisions. 

4.2 Rehabilitation After a Positive Random AlcQhol or Drug Test: 

When an employee tests positive for drugs or alcohol, the employee will be referred to the 
Substance Abuse Professional (SAP) for evaluation at the Palm Beach County's Occupational 
Health Clinic. 

5.0 PR!)HIBITED SUBSTANCES 

"Prohibited substances" addressed by this policy include the following: 

5.1 Prohibited Drugs: 

FTA regulations specifically prohibit the use of the following illegal, prohibited substances and 
require testing for their presence under certain circumstances: Marijuana, Amphetamines 
(Including MDMA-Ecstasy), Opioids, Phencyclidine (PCP) and Cocaine. Safety-sensitive 
employees may be tested for Prohibited substances at any time while on duty. The use and 
ingestion of illegal drugs is prohibited at all times and employees can be tested for drugs anytime 
while on duty. Under Palm Tran authority, while on property, employees will not manufacture, 
distribute, dispense, possess or use controlled substances. 

5.2 Alcohol: 

The consumption of beverages containing alcohol, or substances including any medication such 
that alcohol is present in the body while performing transit business, are prohibited. "Alcohol" 
means the intoxicating agent in beverage alcohol, ethyl alcohol or other low molecular weight 
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alcohols including methyl or isopropyl alcohol. (The concentration of alcohol is expressed in 
terms of grams of alcohol per 210 liters of breath as measured by an evidential breath-testing 
device.) 

5.3 Legal Drugs: 

A legally prescribed drug means that an individual has a prescription or other written approval 
from a physician for the use of a drug in the course of medical treatment. The prescription or 
approval must include the patient's name, the name of the substance, quantity/amount to be taken, 
and the period of authorization. 

The appropriate use of!egally prescribed drugs and non-prescription medications is not prohibited. 
However, under Palm Tran authority, the use of any substance which carries a warning label that 
indicates that mental functioning, motor skills, or judgment may be adversely affected must be 
reported to Palm Beach County's Occupational Health Clinic. Medical advice should be sought, 
as appropriate, before performing work-related duties and employees shall share a description of 
their job duties to their physician. The misuse of legal drugs while performing transit business is 
prohibited. 

6.0 PR!)HIBITED CONDUCT 

6.1 Relieved From Du_tt: 

Any safety-sensitive employee who is reasonably suspected of using a Prohibited Drug, or not fit 
for duty, shall be relieved from his or her safety-sensitive job duties pending an investigation and 
verification of condition. Any safety-sensitive employee who fails to pass a drug or alcohol test 
shall be referred to the SAP. 

6.2 Alcohol U§e/Hours of C<Jml!_liance: 

No safety-sensitive employee should report for duty or remain on duty when his or her ability to 
perform assigned functions is adversely affected by alcohol or when his or her blood alcohol 
concentration is 0.02% or greater. No employee shall use alcohol while on duty or while 
performing safety-sensitive functions, or just before duty or just after duty. No employee shall 
have used alcohol within four ( 4) hours ofreporting for duty. No safety-sensitive employee shall 
use alcohol during the hours that they are on call. After an accident (see Section 7.2C.iii), 
employees shall refrain from alcohol use for eight (8) hours or until an alcohol test has been 
administered, or whichever comes first. An alcohol test may only be conducted just before, during, 
and just after performing a safety-sensitive function. 

6.3 Compliance with Testing Requirements: 

An employee must follow the instructions and directions of all Palm Tran supervisors and medical 
personnel involved in the testing process. Any safety-sensitive employee who refuses to comply 
with a request for testing, who fails to remain readily available for post-accident testing, who 
provides false information in connection with a test, or who attempts to falsify test results through 
tampering, contamination, adulteration, or substitution, or fails to report to a collection site facility 
upon notification in a timely manner or fails to sign a chain of custody form, will result in a 
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diagnosis of a positive test result, be referred to a SAP, removed from duty, without pay, and 
provided with a pre-termination hearing prior to termination. 

Blatant tampering or adulteration of any test will result in the employee undergoing an observed 
collection. Failure to permit monitoring or observation collection is a refusal to test. Any safety
sensitive employee who refuses a test as defined in Exhibit B will result in a diagnosis of a positive 
test result, be referred to a SAP, removed from duty, without pay, and provided with a pre
termination hearing prior to termination. Verification of falsifying test results will result in a pre
termination hearing prior to termination. 

6.4 Compliance with Treatment Requirements: 

All employees are encouraged to make use of the available resources for treatment for alcohol and 
substance abuse problems. Any employee who tests positive for drugs and/or alcohol and qualifies 
to enter into a "Last Chance Agreement" contract, and violates the agreement will be provided a 
pre-termination hearing prior to termination. 

6.5 Improper Application of the Policy: 

Palm Tran is dedicated to assuring fair and equitable application of this substance abuse policy. 
Therefore, supervisors and managers are required to use and apply all aspects of this policy in an 
unbiased and impartial manner. Any supervisor and/or manager who knowingly disregards the 
requirements of this policy, or who is found to deliberately misuse the policy in regard to 
subordinates, shall be subject to discipline up to and including termination. 

7.0 TESTING FQ.R. PROHIBITED SUBSTANCES 

7.1 Procedures for Tesoog: 

A) General 

Testing shall be conducted in a manner to assure a high degree of accuracy and reliability and 
using techniques, equipment, and laboratory facilities, which have been approved by the U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS). Testing for prohibited drugs and alcohol on 
safety-sensitive employees shall be conducted in accordance with the procedures set forth in 49 
CFR Part 40. See attached Testing Procedures for detailed procedures on all required types of drug 
and alcohol testing. 

B) Testing for Prohibited Drugs 

Palm Tran shall have collected urine samples from safety-sensitive employees to test for Prohibited 
Drugs. An assigned Collection agency will split each urine sample collected into a primary and a 
split sample ( see testing procedures). The urine samples will be sent under seal, with required 
chain of custody forms, to a laboratory approved by the DHHS. At the laboratory, specimens are 
placed in a secure storage. An initial drug screen will be conducted on each primary specimen. For 
those specimens that are not negative, a confirmatory Gas Chromatography/Mass Spectrometry 
(GS/MS) test will be performed. The test will be considered positive if the amounts present are 
above the minimum thresholds established in 49 CFR Part 40, as set forth in the attached Exhibit 
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A, threshold levels of testing. If the result of the test of the primary specimen is positive, 
adulterated, substituted, or invalid the split sample will be retained in frozen storage for at least 
one year from the date of the laboratory receives it. 

C) Alcohol Testing 

A trained Breath Alcohol Technician (BAT) will conduct tests for alcohol concentration on safety
sensitive employees with a National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) approved 
evidential breath-testing device (EBT) operated. In order to maintain quality assurance, EBT' s 
must be externally calibrated in accordance with the plan developed by the manufacturer of the 
device. The EBT will identify each test by a unique sequential identification number. If the initial 
test on an employee indicates an alcohol concentration of 0.02% or greater, a second test will be 
performed to confirm the results of the initial test. For summary of applicable alcohol threshold 
levels, see Exhibit A. 

D) Cancelled Test 

A cancelled test is neither a positive nor a negative test. For purposes of this part, a sample that 
has been rejected for testing by a laboratory is treated the same as a cancelled test. Also, if the 
analysis of the split specimen fails to reconfirm the presence of the drug(s) or drug metabolite(s) 
found in the primary specimen, or if the split specimen is inadequate for testing or rm-testable, the 
Medical Review Officer (MRO) shall cancel the test and report the cancellation and the reasons 
for it to the DOT, the employer, and the employee. 

E) Refusal to Test 

A refusal means that an employee fails to provide a drug or alcohol-testing sample as required by 
this policy without a valid medical explanation from a doctor chosen by Palm Tran, or engages in 
conduct that obstructs the testing process. Refusals include and are defined in Exhibit B. A refusal 
constitutes a violation of policy and Palm Tran's policy and procedures in this policy will be 
enforced. Any Palm Tran safety-sensitive employee who refuses to be tested, as defined by the 
FTA in Exhibit B, will result in a diagnosis of a positive test result, will be removed from duty, 
without pay, be referred to a SAP, and provided with a pre-termination hearing prior to termination. 

F) Specimen Validity Testing 

Specimen validity testing is the evaluation of the specimen to determine if it is consistent with 
normal human urine. The purpose of validity testing is to determine whether certain adulterants 
or foreign substances were added to the urine, if the urine was diluted, or if the specimen was 
substituted. 

G) Medical Review Officer (MRO} 

All drug testing results shall be interpreted and evaluated by an MRO, who shall be a licensed 
physician or Doctor of Osteopathy, responsible for receiving laboratory results generated by an 
employer's drug testing program and has appropriate medical training to interpret and evaluate an 
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individual's confirmed positive test result. The MRO should have a detailed knowledge of 
substance abuse disorders and drug testing. The MRO shall comply with the drug testing 
procedures set forth in 49 CPR Part 40. The MRO will not review alcohol test results. When a 
confirmed positive test is reported from the testing laboratory, it is the responsibility of the MRO 
to: (a) review the individual's medical history, including any medical records and biomedical 
information provided; (b) contact the employee and afford the employee the opportunity to discuss 
the test results with mm/her; (c) determine whether there is a legitimate medical explanation for 
the result, including legally prescribed medication. 

The MRO shall not convey test results to Palm Tran until the MRO has made a definite decision 
that the test result was positive or negative. If the employee provides an adequate explanation, the 
MRO verifies the test as negative and no further action is taken. 

If the MRO reports a dilute negative to Palm Tran, the employee will be immediately directed to 
take a non-observed retest. Palm Tran will absorb the cost of this retest. 

When the MRO reports the results of the verified positive test to Palm Tran, the MRO may disclose 
the drug(s) for which there was a positive test. Palm Tran currently contracts for an MRO through 
WTC, Inc: 

Contractor: 
Address: 

Telephone#: 

7.2 Types of Testing: 

Dr. Ahmed Howeedy 
NMS 
2901 South Congress Ave. 
Palm Springs, FL 33461 
561-967-8884 

49 CFR Part 655 requires the following types of testing for Prohibited Substances for safety
sensitive employees: Pre-employment or transfer, reasonable suspicion, post-accident, random, 
return-to-duty, and follow-up testing. 

A) Pre-employment or Transfer Testing 

All applicants for safety-sensitive positions shall undergo urine drug test prior to employment. 
Receipt by Palm Tran of verified negative test results is required prior to employment. If an 
applicant drug test is canceled, Palm Tran shall require the applicant to take another pre
employment drug test prior to performing any safety-sensitive function. Employees who are being 
considered for transfer to safety-sensitive positions from non-safety sensitive positions will be 
required to undergo a drug test. 
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An applicant with a confirmed positive drug test as certified by the MRO will be disqualified from 
being hired for one year with Palm Tran. The applicant will be referred and advised of resources 
available for evaluating and resolving problems associated with prohibited drug use and alcohol 
misuse as per 49 CPR 655.62. An employee with a confirmed positive drug test as certified by the 
MRO will be disqualified from transfer for one year with Palm Tran. Employees who have 
previously failed or refused a pre-employment drug test must show proof of a successful SAP 
referral, evaluation, and treatment as per Part 655.62. A pre-employment/transfer test will also be 
performed any time an employee's status changes from an inactive status in a safety-sensitive 
position to an active status in a safety-sensitive position (i.e., return from work comp, return from 
a leave of absence). This type of pre-employment testing shall only be conducted under PTA 
authority when (1) a safety-sensitive employee has not performed safety-sensitive duties for 90 or 
more days, and (2) that employee was removed from the random pool during that time. 

i.) Previous DOT Employer Record Check 

Each applicant or transferred employee who is offered contingent employment for safety
sensitive positions must complete a written consent that allows their previous employers 
to release drug and alcohol testing information to Palm Tran. If the applicant/transferee 
refuses to provide this written consent, an offer of employment cannot be made. Palm 
Tran will ask all applicants/transferees whether he/she has tested positive, or refused to 
test within the past two (2) years on any DOT pre-employment drug or alcohol test 
administered by a DOT-covered employer for which they did not get the job. 

This consent along with a request for information will be sent to each of the DOT-regulated 
employers who have employed the applicant/transferee for any period during the two (2) years 
before the date of the individual's application or transfer. The following information will be 
obtained; alcohol test results of0.04% alcohol concentration or greater, verified positive drug tests, 
refusals to test, other violations of DOT rules and as appropriate, documentation of the successful 
completion of DOT return-to-duty requirements including follow-up tests. If possible, this 
information will be obtained and reviewed before the employee is employed. If this is not possible, 
a good faith effort to obtain the information must be made. All information received and 
documentation of good faith efforts will be kept as a confidential record and maintained for a 
minimum of three (3) years. 

If information obtained from a previous employer includes any drug or alcohol test information 
that indicates a non-negative test result or violation of the DOT regulations, the employee cannot 
perform safety-sensitive duties until Palm Tran has obtained documentation that the employee has 
complied with the return-to-duty requirements including a SAP assessment, successful treatment, 
negative return-to-duty test, and negative follow-up tests. 

B) Reasonable Suspicion Testing 

All safety-sensitive employees shall be subject to reasonable susp1c10n testing, to include 
appropriate urine and/or breath testing when there are reasons to believe that drug or alcohol use 
is adversely affecting job performance. A reasonable suspicion referral for testing will be made 
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on the basis of documented objective facts and circumstances, which are consistent with short
term effects of substance abuse or alcohol misuse. Reasonable suspicion tests for the presence of 
alcohol shall be triggered by observations made just prior, during or immediately after 
performance of a safety-sensitive function. 

Reasonable suspicion determination will be made by a supervisor who is trained to detect and 
document the signs and symptoms of drug and alcohol use and who reasonably concludes that an 
employee may be adversely affected or impaired in his or her work performance due to prohibited 
substance abuse or alcohol misuse. Trained supervisors will observe and document the 
appearance, behavior, speech, or body odors of the covered employee using the Reasonable 
Suspicion Test Determination form. 

C) Post-Accident Testing 

i.) Fatal Accidents 

All surviving safety-sensitive employees shall be required to undergo urine and breath 
alcohol testing if they are involved in an accident with a revenue service vehicle (whether 
or not the vehicle is in revenue service) that results in a fatality. This includes safety
sensitive employees who are operating the vehicle and any other safety-sensitive 
employee whose performance could have contributed to the accident, as determined by 
Palm Tran Management. 

ii) Nonfatal incidents 

In nonfatal accidents, testing shall be required of safety-sensitive employees operating the 
vehicle and any other safety-sensitive employee whose performance could have 
contributed to the accident if an accident results in injuries requiring immediate 
transportation to a medical treatment facility or one or more vehicles incurs disabling 
damage. However, no test shall be required if Palm Tran Management determines that the 
employee can be completely discounted as a contributing factor to the accident, based on 
the best available information available at the time of accident as per 655.44(2)(i). 

iii) Proced_ure 

Following an accident, all safety-sensitive employees subject to testing shall remain readily 
available for testing. The applicable supervisor will use the Post-Accident Drug/Alcohol 
Test Determination form. An employee who fails to remain readily available, including 
notifying a supervisor of his or her location if he or she leaves the scene of the accident 
prior to submitting for testing, may be deemed to have refused to submit to testing. The 
drug test shall occur as soon as possible but not later than thirty-two (32) hours after the 
accident. If an alcohol test is not administered within two (2) hours of the accident, the 
employer must still attempt to administer the test, and must also prepare and maintain on 
file a record stating the reason(s) the test was not promptly administered. If an alcohol test 
is not administered within eight (8) hours of the accident no test shall be given and 
documentation must be made to the file stating the reason why the test was not conducted. 
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D) 

Nothing in this section shall delay medical attention for the injured following an accident 
or prohibit an employee from leaving the scene of an accident for the period necessary to 
obtain assistance in responding to the accident or to obtain necessary emergency medical 
care when appropriate approval is given. 

If an FTA drug and alcohol test is unable to be performed (i.e., employee is unconscious, 
employee is detained by law enforcement agency, etc.), Palm Tran may use drug and 
alcohol post-accident test results administered by State and local law enforcement officials. 
The State and local law enforcement officials must have independent authority for the test 
and the employer must obtain the results in conformance with State and local law. 

Random Testing 

Employees performing safety-sensitive functions will be subject to unannounced, random drug 
and alcohol testing in accordance with FTA regulations. Testing will meet or exceed the minimum 
annual percentage rate set each year by the FT A administrator. The current year testing rates can 
be viewed online at www.transportation.gov/odapc/random-testing-rates. The selection of 
employees for random drug and alcohol testing will be made by a scientifically valid method, such 
as a random number table or a computer-based random number generator. Under the selection 
process used, each covered employee will have an equal chance of being tested each time 
selections are made. . A covered employee may only be randomly tested for alcohol misuse while 
the employee is performing safety-sensitive functions, just before the employee is to perform 
safety-sensitive functions, or just after the employee has ceased performing such functions. A 
covered employee may be randomly tested for prohibited drug use anytime while on duty. Each 
covered employee who is notified of selection for random drug or random alcohol testing must 
immediately proceed to the designated testing site. 

E) Return-to-Duty Testing/Follow-up Testing 

Any safety-sensitive employee who has failed a drug test, refused to test or tested in excess of 
.04% on an alcohol test must be evaluated and released by a SAP before returning to work in a 
safety-sensitive function, pass a return-to-duty drug or alcohol test and enter into Palm Tran's 
"Last Chance Agreement" contract. Once allowed to return-to-duty, an employee shall be subject 
to unannounced follow-up testing for at least 12 but not more than 60 months. The frequency and 
duration of the follow-up testing will be determined by the SAP, with a minimum of six tests 
performed during the first 12 months. The SAP may recommend follow-up testing of the employee 
beyond the 12-month requirement but must not exceed 60 months from the time the employee 
returns to duty. 

The SAP will document his/her recommendations in a written follow-up testing plan, without 
actual test dates, that Palm Tran will follow. Follow-up testing will be separate from and in addition 
to the regular random testing program and the employee will remain in the standard random pool 
and tested whenever they are selected. The SAP's recommendations are non-negotiable, only the 
SAP may modify evaluation based on new or additional information and the employer may not 
impose additional testing requirements beyond the SAP's testing plan. Palm Tran is aware that 
the follow-up testing plan follows the employee to subsequent DOT employers, and/or through 
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breaks in service. The SAP will notify Palm Tran when the employee has completed the entirety 
of the education and treatment program. 

F) Employee-Requested Drug Re-Testing 

Any safety-sensitive employee who questions the results of a required drug test under Sections 
7 .2A through 7 .2E of this policy may, within 72 hours of having been notified of a verified positive 
test, request that the split-sample test be conducted. This test must be conducted at a different 
DHHS-certified laboratory for analysis as soon as possible. The employee is not required to pay 
for the test before the test takes place. However, Palm Tran will seek reimbursement for the cost 
of the test once the test has been performed. This can be set up by payroll deduction. 
Each urine sample is to be a minimum of 45ml. The sample is to be split at the time of collection 
into 30ml. for the primary test and 15ml. for a re-test if the primary sample tests positive. The test 
must be conducted on the split sample that was provided at the same time as the original sample. 
The method of collecting, storing, and testing the split sample will be consistent with the 
procedures set forth in 49 CPR Part 40. The employee's request for a re-test must be made to the 
MRO within 72 hours of notice of the initial test result. Requests after 72 hours will only be 

accepted if the delay was due to documentable facts that were beyond the control of the employee. 

If the analysis of the split sample fails to confirm the presence of the drug( s) detected in the primary 
specimen, or if the split specimen is unavailable, inadequate for testing or un-testable, the MRO 
will cancel the test and report the cancellation and the reasons for it to DOT, the employer and the 
employee. See Section 7.1 for Procedures for Testing. 

7_.3 Consequences of Positive Test Result: 

This section describes actions that will be taken under Palm Tran, not PTA Authority. 

A) Positivg Post-Accident Test 

Any safety-sensitive employee who is tested under post-accident and tests positive for drugs as 
confirmed by the MRO or who has a confirmed alcohol concentration of 0.04% or greater will be 
removed from duty, without pay, referred to a SAP and terminated following a pre-termination 
hearing, unless it can be clearly established; (1) that the actions of the safety sensitive employee 
involved in the accident were only incidental to and did not have a meaningful bearing to the 
accident, and (2) that the accident involved a series of unique circumstances that limited the 
opportunity of the safety sensitive employee to avoid involvement; then employee will be treated 
under the Substance Abuse Policy identical to a positive random test (see D below). This 
determination will be the sole discretion of the Hearing Officer at the pre-termination hearing. 

B) Sec911d Positive Test 

Any safety-sensitive employee who previously tested positive and has entered into a "Last Chance 
Agreement" contract with Palm Tran, tests positive for the same controlled substance at any future 
date while employed, will be removed from duty, without pay, referred to a SAP and provided 
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with a pre-termination hearing prior to termination. 

C) Positive Reasonable Suspicion or Random Alcohol Test 

D) 

i) A safety-sensitive employee who has a confirmed reasonable suspicion or random 
alcohol concentration of greater than 0.02% but less than 0.04% will be removed from his 
or her duties for a minimum of eight (8) hours unless a re-test results in a concentration 
measure ofless than 0.02%. Palm Tran will remove the employee from duty, *without pay 
and under Palm Tran authority will be referred to the EAP counselor for evaluation and 
treatment. 

ii) An alcohol concentration of 0.04% or greater will be considered a positive alcohol 
test. The randomly tested employee will be immediately removed from duty, *without pay 
and referred to the SAP for evaluation and treatment. 

Positive Reasonable Suspicion or Random Drug Test 

Any safety-sensitive employee who under reasonable suspicion or random testing tests positive 
for drugs as confirmed by the MRO will be immediately removed from duty, *without pay, and 
referred to a SAP for evaluation and treatment. 

*Employees who test positive during a reasonable suspicion or random test will be permitted to 
use accrued annual leave during their absence. 

8.0 SUBSTANCE ABJJSE PROFESSIQNAL {SAP) 

The SAP can be (1) a licensed physician (Medical Doctor or Doctor of Osteopathy); or (2) a 
licensed or certified social worker; or (3) a licensed or certified psychologist; or (4) an employee 
assistance professional; or (5) a state-licensed or certificated marriage and family therapist; or (6) 
a drug and alcohol counselor certified by the National Association of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse 
Counselors Certification Commission (NAADAC); or by the International Certification 
Reciprocity Consortium/Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse (ICRC); or by the National Board for 
Certified Counselors, Inc. and Affiliates/Master Addictions Counselor (NBCC). 

The SAP will evaluate each employee to determine what assistance, if any, the employee needs in 
resolving problems associated with prohibited substance abuse or misuse, as well as to determine 
whether or not the employee has successfully completed a rehabilitation program. Palm Tran 
utilizes the following for the Substance Abuse Professional: 

Center Name: 
Address: 

Telephone#: 

Palm Beach County Occupational Health Clinic 
100 Australian A venue 
West Palm Beach, FL 33406 
561-233-5450 

9.0 TRAINING AND EDUCATION 
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All safety-sensitive employees shall participate in a minimum one (I) hour training session 
designed to meet FT A requirements by learning about the effects and consequences of drug use 
on personal health, safety and the work environment. The training will also include manifestations 
and behavioral cues that may indicate prohibited drug use. 

For those supervisors participating in reasonable suspicion testing determinations, there will be at 
least two (2) hours of training to explain the criteria for reasonable cause testing, including one (I) 
hour on the physical, behavioral and performance indicators of probable drug use and another hour 
on the physical, behavioral, speech and performance indicators of probable alcohol misuse. 

Initial training sessions will be reinforced with educational materials and meetings. 

10.0 RECORDS; CONFIDENTIALITY 

A) Access to Recm;ds 

A safety-sensitive employee is entitled, upon written request, to review and obtain copies of their 
own records relating to the employee's drug and alcohol testing and to provide information to 

dispute the results. However, Palm Tran shall not release the results of individual drug or alcohol 
tests to anyone other than the employee without express written authorization of the tested 
individual. The only exceptions are as follows: 

i) Pursuant to a lawful court order or other law requiring disclosure; 
ii) In connection with Palm Tran disciplinary, grievance, arbitration or other legal 

proceeding initiated by or on behalf of the individual and arising from a certified 
positive drug or alcohol test or from Palm Tran's determination that the employee 
engaged in conduct prohibited nnder the FT A rules. 

iii) To the Secretary of Transportation, any DOT agency with regulatory authority over the 
employer or any of its covered employees or to a State oversight agency or the grantee 
required to certify compliance to a Drug and Alcohol Program 

iv) When requested by the National Transportation Safety Board as part of an accident 
investigation, Palm Tran shall disclose information related to its administration of a 
post-accident drug or alcohol test administered following the accident under 
investigation. 

v) To a subsequent employer upon receipt of a written request from the employee. 

Palm Tran affirms the need to protect individual dignity, privacy and confidentiality throughout 
the testing process. In addition, if at any time, the integrity of the testing procedures or the validity 
of the test results is compromised, the test will be cancelled. 

B) R~cords Maintena_m.:e 

Palm Tran must maintain records of its substance abuse program in a secure location with 
controlled access. Records must be maintained, at a minimum, as follows: (a) results of negative 
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tests, cancelled drug test results, alcohol tests ofless than 0.02 - one year; (b) records of training, 
calibration ofEBTs - two years; (c) records of verified positive drug test results, documentation of 
refusals, alcohol test results of 0.02 or higher, referrals to SAP, follow-up tests, return to duty, 
reports to FT A - five years; ( d) previous DOT employer record check - three years. 

11.0 SYSTEM CONTACT 

Any questions regarding this policy or any other aspect of Palm Tran's Substance Abuse 
Management Program should be directed to the office of the following: 

Contact: 
Address: 

Telephone#: 

Palm Tran's Designated Employer Representative (DER) 
100 North Congress A venue 
Delray Beach, FL 33445 
561-841-4200 

11.1 LOCAL AUTBORITY 

Palm Tran's DAPC is authorized to receive test information from the MRO, as well as, 
confirmation test results from the Certified B.A.T. 

12.0 REVSIONS TO Til:E POLICY AND PROGRAM: 

This policy and program is subject to revision. 
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ATTEST: 

By: ____________ _ 
Deputy Clerk 

Approved as to form and legal sufficiency: 

~4 
fu..: -Attorney -

PALM BEACH COUNTY FLORIDA by its 
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 

By: _________ _ 

Maria Sachs, Mayor 

_____ DAY OF ------~20_ 

Approved as to Terms and Conditions 

fl__:, 
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EXHIBIT A 

Pursuant to the Federal Department of Transportation regulations, the following are the drugs to 
be tested for, and the threshold levels of each test, which Palm Tran is required to accept: 

Dru_g_ or Metabolite 

1. Marijuana metabolites 
THCA 1 

2. Cocaine metabolites 

3. Opioids metabolites 
Codeine/Morphine 2 

4. Acetylmorphine 

5. Amphetamines3 

AMP/MAMP4 

Amphetamine, 
Methamphetamine5 

MDMA-Ecstasy 6 

MDA 7 

CF05763307 

1 Delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol-9-carboxylic acid (THCA). 

Urine Initial Confirmatory 
Test Cutoff (GC/MS) Test 
(ng/ml)* Cutoff (ng/ml)* 

50 

150 

2,000 

10 
500 

15 

100 

2,000 

10 
250 

2 Morphine is the target analyte for codeine/morphine testing. 
3 Either a single initial test kit or multiple initial test kits may be used provided the single test kit detects each target 
analyte independently at the specified cutoff 
4 Metharnphetamine is the target analyte for amphetamine/metharnphetantine testing. 
5 To be reported positive for methamphetamine, a specimen must also contain amphetamine at a concentration equal 
to or greater than I 00 ng/ml. 
6 Methylenedioxymethamphetamine /MDMA). 
7 Methylenedioxyamphetamine (MDA). 
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6. Phencyclidine (PCP) 125 ng I 25ng 

ALCOHOL 
(Includes ethanol, methanol, isopropanol) 

Breath Alcohol Concentration 
(Expressed in terms of grams of alcohol per 210 liters of breath) 

Initial Screen Confirmatory 
(Given if0.02 or greater on initial screen) 

Under0.02 0.02 to less than .04 employee may not perform 
safety-sensitive function 

EXHIBITB 

Pursuant to the Federal Department of Transportation regulations, the following are the behaviors 
that constitute a refusal to test which Palm Tran is required to accept for; Random, Reasonable 
Suspicion, Post-Accident, Return-to-Duty, and Follow-Up testing. 

If an employee refuses a test for any of the following reasons, under Palm Tran authority, the 
employee will be removed from duty, without pay, and provided with a pre-termination hearing 
prior to termination. 

Behavior That Constitutes a Test Refusal Dru" Test Alcohol Test 

1. Failure to appear for a test in the time frame specified by X X 
Palm Tran, exceot for pre-emoloyment tests. 

2. Failure to remain at the testing site until the testing process X X 
is comnlete. 

3. Failure to provide a urine and/or breath specimen, as X X 
annlicable. 

4. Failure to provide a sufficient volume of urine or breath X X 
without a valid medical exolanation for the failure. 

5. Failure to undergo a medical examination to verify X X 
insufficient volume as required by the MRO or DER. 

6. Failure to coooerate with anv oart of the testine orocess. X X 

7. Failure to permit the observation or monitoring of specimen X 
donation when so required. 

8. Failure to take a second test required by the employer or X 
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collector. 

9. A drug test result that is verified by the MRO as adulterated X 
or substituted. 

10. Failure to sign the certification on Step 2 of the Alcohol X 
Test Form 

I I. For an observed collection, fail to follow the observer's X 
instructions to raise your clothing above the waist, lower 
clothing and underpants, and to turn around to permit the 
observer to determine if you have any type of prosthetic or 
other device that could be used to interfere with the collection 
nrocess. 

12. Possess or wear a prosthetic or other device that could be X 
used to interfere with the collection nrocess. 

13. Admit to the collector or MRO that you adulterated or X 
substituted the snecimen. 

Palm Tran 

SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM 

TESTING PROCEDURES 
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RANDOM TESTING PROCEDJJRES 

The FT A regulations require random testing for prohibited drugs and alcohol for all safety
sensitive employees. Random testing identifies who is using drugs or misusing alcohol but is able 
to use the predictability of other testing methods to escape detection. More importantly, it is widely 
believed that random testing serves as a strong deterrent against employees beginning or 
continuing prohibited drug use and misuse of alcohol. Palm Tran has developed procedures for 
notification and collection to best implement the requirements of the federal regulations. 

These procedures answer common questions regarding random testing: Who is tested? Why are 
only some individuals tested? When and how do the tests occur? 

1. Random drug and alcohol testing applies only to safety-sensitive employees. All safety
sensitive employees will be included in a selection pool. 

2. Random drug and alcohol testing is accomplished by a scientifically valid, tamper-proof, 
computer-generated selection process. A random list of employee names will be generated 
every month. 

3. Employees are chosen in an unannounced, unpredictable manner. No employee will be 
removed from the random pool following selection, and every employee will continue to be 
subject to selection throughout the year. Every employee in the random pool has an equal 
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chance of being selected every time. Employees are only removed from the random pool 
when they are on an approved leave of absence or permanently transferred to a non-safety
sensitive position. 

4. Random testing will be conducted on all shifts, all times of day, and all days of the week 
throughout the calendar year. No shift is exempt from testing. 

5. Testing rates will meet or exceed the minimum annual percentage rate set each year by the 
FTA administrator. The current year testing rates can be viewed online at 
WW"ft .transportation. gov/odapc/random-testing-rates. 

6. Random drug testing may be conducted concurrently with random alcohol testing or at any 
time during an employee's shift. Random alcohol testing will be conducted just before the 
employee is scheduled to perform a safety-sensitive function, while the employee is 
performing safety-sensitive duties or just after the employee performs a safety-sensitive 
function. The employee must proceed to the test site immediately after being notified that he 
or she has been selected for testing. Failure to report after notification constitutes a refusal to 
test and the employee will be provided a pre-termination hearing prior to termination. (See 
Exhibit B) 

7. Employees will be notified where to report for collection, when to stop work and report to the 
collection site and who they must contact, if necessary. 

8. All employees are provided with a Palm Tran "Drug/Alcohol Test Order Form", indicating the 
collection site and the type of test to be performed. 

9. The employee must submit to the drug and/or alcohol test, and sign all necessary forms. Failure 
to cooperate with the collection procedure in any way constitutes a refusal to test and the 
employee will be provided a pre-termination hearing prior to termination. (See Exhibit B) 

10. The employee is in a paid status throughout the random testing procedure. Employees will be 
removed from duty if the results are positive. 

11. If both alcohol and drug tests are being given, the breath alcohol test will be performed first if 
possible. Immediately thereafter, the urine sample will be collected for the drug test. 

12. If there is a confirmed breath alcohol test of equal to and greater than 0.02% but less than 
0.04%, the employee will be relieved from duty immediately, *without pay, for a minimum of 
eight (8) hours and referred to the SAP for evaluation and treatment. 

13. If there is a confirmed positive breath alcohol test (0.04% or above) and/or confirmed positive 
drug test, the employee will be relieved from duty immediately, *without pay, and referred to 
the Substance Abuse Professional (SAP) for an evaluation and treatment. 

14. Employees who test positive for drugs or alcohol will be disciplined in accordance with current 
policies and practices. 
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*Employees who test positive during a random test will be permitted to use accrued annual leave 
during their absence. 

PROCEDURES FOR RANDOM J'EST NOTIFICATION 

1. The Designated Employer Representative (DER) uses a spreadsheet to list the employee's 
name, position, shift, division and location in which each safety-sensitive employee works. 

2. Once the employee is selected for random testing, the DER will contact the supervisor in 
charge of the employee's position, who will then review his/her work schedule, including 
planned absences when known, to develop the best available time to perform the tests. If an 
employee provides in advance a verifiable notice of scheduled medical or child-care 
commitments, they will be precluded from testing no later than three hours before the shift 
ends. 

3. The employee's direct supervisor will notify the safety-sensitive employee that they have been 
selected. The employee who is selected is to report to the test site immediately. 

4. The employee cannot "go off sick" or on vacation or leave after notification. 

5. Collection personnel shall report "no shows" to Palm Tran management. 

An employee who fails to report for testing shall be provided a pre-termination hearing prior to 
termination for refusing to test. (See Exhibit B) 

RANDOM COLLECTION PROCEDURES 

1. An employee will be notified that she/he has been selected for random testing for drugs and/or 
for alcohol by their supervisor. The employee will be given a copy of the "Drug/ Alcohol Order 
Test Form" to take to the collection site. 

2. The employee must report to the collection site immediately after notification. 

3. The employee shall provide photo identification to collection site personnel. Supervisors will 
verify the identification of an employee without photo identification if necessary. 

4. The employee must comply with all collection procedures including correctly completing all 
required federal urine and breath forms. Refusal to sign the certification on Step 2 of the 
Alcohol Test Form (ATF) constitutes a refusal and the employee will be provided a pre
termination hearing prior to termination. (See Exhibit B #10) 
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5. The employee must follow the directions of the collection staff to ensure that an unadulterated 
urine specimen is collected and the breath alcohol test is completed. 

6. The employee will be in a private enclosure and unobserved unless there is reason to believe 
that the individual has altered or substituted the specimen. 

7. The employee must supply at least 45 ml of urine (approx. 1 ½ oz). If the employee is unable 
to give a sufficient urine sample, collection site staff shall provide the individual with no more 
than 40 oz's ofliquid to drink during a period ofup to three (3) hours. The employee will then 
attempt to provide a complete sample using a fresh container. If the required amount is 
provided, the original insufficient specimen shall be discarded. If the employee is still unable 
to provide an adequate specimen, the insufficient specimen shall be discarded, testing 
discontinued, and the employer shall refer the individual for a medical evaluation to determine 
whether the individual's inability to provide a specimen is genuine or constitutes a refusal to 
submit to a drug test, which will result in the employee being provided with a pre-termination 
hearing prior to termination. (See Exhibit B) 

8. If the employee fails to provide an adequate amount of breath for the breath alcohol test, a 
second attempt will be made. Failure to produce a sample, the Breath Alcohol Technician 
(BAT) shall so note in the "Remarks" section of the breath alcohol testing form and 
immediately inform the employer. The employer will instruct the employee to obtain, as soon 
as possible after the attempted provision of breath, an evaluation from a licensed physician 
who Palm Tran chooses concerning the employee's medical inability to provide an adequate 
amount of breath. 

9. Whenever there is reason to believe that a particular individual has altered or substituted the 
urine specimen, a second specimen shall be obtained as soon as possible under direct 
observation of an authorized same gender person. Reasons include: temperature of the 
specimen out of normal range, bluing agent in the specimen, or suspicious behavior. This 
behavior is grounds for termination. 

10. The 45 ml sample will be split into two parts: one 30 ml primary sample, and one 15 ml split 
sample. The specimen will be poured, sealed and labeled in the presence of the employee. 

11. To ensure that the test results are attributed to the correct covered employee; both specimen 
bottles must be sealed and labeled in the presence of the donor. The labels must be printed 
with the same specimen identification number as the custody control form and are attached to 
the specimen bottles. The donor initials the labels verifying that the specimen is his or hers. 

12. If the primary specimen is positive, the employee will have seventy-two (72) hours after 
notification by the MRO to request that the split specimen be tested. 

13. If the test is reported as a positive drug test, but dilute, the test is treated as a verified positive 
drug test. If the test is reported as a negative drug test, but dilute, Palm Tran will direct the 
employee to perform another drug test immediately. Such recollections will not be collected 
under direct observation, unless there is another basis or if directed by the MRO. The result 
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of the second collection will be the result of record, even if it is dilute, unless directed by the 
MRO. 

14. Not all employees receive both tests since the testing rate for drugs is different than the testing 
rate for alcohol. As part of the random selection process, the computer will select employees 
for drug testing and then another selection process for alcohol testing. If both tests are being 
given, the breath alcohol test will be performed first if possible. Followed by the collection of 
the urine sample for the drug test. 

15. If the breath alcohol screening is equal to 0.02% or greater, the breath alcohol technician will 
wait at least 15 minutes and a maximum of 30 minutes, then administer the confirmation test. 
If the second test is positive, it is considered a confirmed positive result. 

REASONABLE SUSPif;ION TESTING PROCEDURES 

The PTA regulations also require a safety-sensitive employee to submit to a test when the employer 
has a reasonable suspicion that the employee has used a prohibited drug or has misused alcohol as 
defined in the regulations. The request to undergo a reasonable suspicion test must be based on 
specific, articulate contemporaneous observations concerning appearance, behavior, speech, or 
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body odor of the safety-sensitive employee. 

1. Applicable supervisors, trainers and managers receive training in order to identify behaviors 
that might be indicators of drug use and/or alcohol misuse. Training includes the procedures 
for how to deal with employees suspected of drug use and/or alcohol misuse. 

2. If a supervisor observes behavior that might be indicative of drug use and/or alcohol misuse, 
Palm Tran prefers that the supervisor directs the employee to stop work and escorts the 
employee to an area to be questioned and observed in private. 

3. The supervisor will complete Palm Tran's Reasonable Suspicion Determination form. The 
supervisor must ensure that the employee does not continue to operate in a safety-sensitive job 
after being identified for reasonable suspicion testing. If reasonable suspicion testing follows 
a qualifying accident, post-accident forms must also be completed. 

4. If there is a decision to test based on observable symptoms, the employee is ordered to submit 
to a drug and/or alcohol test and is taken to the collection site. Collections of samples will 
follow #2-15 of random collection procedures outlined in this manual. 

5. The employee is on paid status until the test collection is completed. Palm Tran requires that 
the employee may not perform safety-sensitive work pending the outcome of the drug test. 
Since the employee is believed to be under the influence of drugs and/or alcohol, the employee 
will be escorted/driven by the supervisor to the collection site. Arrangements may also be 
made to have the employee transported home. 

6. If there is a confirmed breath alcohol test greater than 0.02% and less than 0.04%, the employee 
will be relieved from safety-sensitive duty immediately for a minimum of eight (8) hours and 
be referred to the EAP counselor for evaluation and treatment. 

7. If there is a confirmed positive breath alcohol test of 0.04% or greater and/or confirmed 
positive drug test, the employee will be relieved from safety-sensitive duty immediately and 
referred to a SAP for evaluation and treatment. 

8. If the drug test is reviewed by the MRO, and determined to be positive, the employee has 72 
hours to request testing of the split sample. If the test is confirmed positive, the employee is 
still then referred to a SAP for evaluation and treatment. If the test is positive, the employee's 
pay will be docked from the time of indication. 

9. Employees who test positive for drugs and/or alcohol will be disciplined in accordance with 
current policies and practices. 
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POST-ACCIDENT TESTJNG PRQC_EDURES 

The FTA regulations require testing for prohibited drugs and alcohol in the case of certain mass 
transit accidents. Post-accident testing is mandatory for accidents where there is a loss oflife and 
for other non-fatal accidents. 

1. The supervisor ensures that all injured people receive proper medical care. 

2. The supervisor assesses whether there is a need for reasonable suspicion testing. The 
supervisor also determines whether the accident meets FTA criteria by using the Post
Accident Drug/Alcohol Test Determination form. 

3. The employee will be taken to the collection site and tested as soon as is practicable following 
the accident. The employee should remain readily available for alcohol testing up to eight 
(8) hours post-accident and for drug testing up to 32 hours after the accident, including 
notifying their supervisor of their location, or the employee may be deemed to have refused 
to submit to testing if they have not made themselves readily available for testing and as 
defined in Section 7. IE, the employee will be provided with a pre-termination hearing prior 
to termination. Collection procedures will follow those outlined in Random Testing #2-15. 

4. If the employee is injured and needs medical treatment, provisions will be made to perform 
an alcohol test within 8 hours and a drug test within 32 hours of the accident. 

5. The employee is prohibited from using alcohol for eight (8) hours and non-prescribed drugs 
for 32 hours after the accident and prior to testing. 

6. If the employee is not tested within two (2) hours for alcohol, the supervisor must document 
the reason for the delay, and if test is not conducted in eight (8) hours, the supervisor must 
cease from having the alcohol test done and update the records as to the reason( s) why the 
test was not completed. 

7. Pending the results of a drug test, the employee will be returned to his/her safety-sensitive 
position if, medically cleared to be returned to work. 

8. If the employee is tested also for alcohol, and the test is negative, the employee will be 
returned to duty. If the alcohol test is positive (0.04% or greater), the employee must be 
removed from duty, without pay, referred to a SAP and provided a pre-termination hearing 
prior to termination. If the test is greater than or equal to 0.02% and less than 0.04%, the 
employee will be removed from duty for at least 8 hours and under Palm Tran authority, 
referred to the EAP counselor. 

9. If the employee refuses to be tested, as defined in Section 7.IE, the employee will be removed 
from duty, without pay, referred to a SAP and provided a pre-termination hearing prior to 
termination. 

10. The employee has 72 hours to request a test of the split sample if the initial drug test is 
positive. 
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11. Discipline for positive drug and/or alcohol tests will be imposed in accordance with current 
policies and practices. 

POST-ACCI_l):ENT ALCOHOL AND DRUG TESTING CRITERIA 

It should be noted that a post-accident test is given because the incident meets the criteria listed 
below. It is NOT a probable cause or reasonable suspicion test. 

An accident (§655.4) is defined as an occurrence associated with the operation of a vehicle in 
which: 

1. A fatality occurs. 

2. An individual suffers a bodily injury and immediately receives medical treatment away from 
the scene of the accident. 

3. With respect to an occurrence in which the transit vehicle involved is a bus, van or automobile, 
one or more vehicles incurs disabling damage as the result of the occurrence and is transported 
away from the scene by a tow truck or other vehicle and/or removed from revenue service. For 
purposes of this definition, "disabling damage," means damage, which precludes departure of 
any vehicle from the scene of the occurrence in its usual manner in daylight after simple 
repairs. Disabling damage includes damage to vehicles that could have been operated, but 
would have been further damaged if so operated, but does not include damage which can be 
remedied temporarily at the scene of the occurrence without special tools or parts, tire 
disablement without other damage even if no spare tire is available, or damage to headlights, 
tail-lights, turn signals, horn, or windshield wipers that makes them inoperative. 

4. In regards to fatal accidents, safety-sensitive employees not on the vehicle, ( e.g., maintenance 
personnel), whose performance could have contributed to the accident ( as determined by the 
supervisor using the best information available at the time of the accident) must be tested. 

5. For non-fatal accidents any other safety-sensitive employee whose performance could have 
contributed to the accident, as determined by the supervisor using the best information 
available at the time of the accident. 
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RETURN-TQ-DUTY AND FOLLOW-Ul' TESTINg 

Before any employee can be allowed to return to duty to perform a safety-sensitive function 
following a verified random positive drug test, random positive breath alcohol test, or engaging in 
conduct prohibited by the regulations regarding alcohol misuse, the employee must decide to enter 
into a contract with Palm Tran referred to as the "Last Chance Agreement", be evaluated by the 
SAP and pass a return-to-duty test within thirty (30) days of the appointment with the SAP. The 
employee will pay for the cost, of the return-to-duty test. 

Return-to-Duty Testing 

1. Collection procedures will follow those established for Random Testing #2-14. 

2. If an employee tests positive (greater or equal to 0.02% and less than 0.04%) for alcohol, the 
employee will be removed from his or her safety-sensitive position and under Palm Tran 
authority, referred to the EAP counselor. 

3. If an employee tests positive (0.04% or greater) for alcohol or positive for prohibited drugs, 
the employee will be referred to a SAP and removed from his or safety-sensitive position 

4. The employee is allowed by Palm Tran to enter into a "Last Chance Agreement" contract, 
which clearly states the employee's commitment to remain free of prohibited substances and 
comply with the SAP's recommendations and treatment. It also states the consequences ifhe 
or she does not comply. 

5. If the employee refuses to enter into the contract with Palm Tran or fails to adhere to the 
provisions of the contract, the employee is terminated. 

6. All Return to Duty Testing takes place under direct observation. 

Follow-Up Testing 

Once allowed to return-to-duty, an employee shall be subject to unannounced follow-up testing 
for a minimum of 12 but not more than 60 months. The frequency and duration of the follow-up 
testing will be recommended by the SAP as long as a minimum of six tests are performed during 
the first 12 months. 

1. The SAP will notify Palm Tran, in writing, of its recommendations for the frequency and 
duration of follow-up testing. 
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2. Collection procedures will follow those established for Random Testing #7-12. 

3. If an employee tests positive, (0.04% or greater) for alcohol or positive for prohibited drugs, 
the employee will be removed from his or her safety sensitive position immediately and 
terminated. 

4. If the employee, at any time during his/her employment tests positive a second time for drugs 
and/or alcohol he/she will be terminated. 

5. All Follow -Up Testing takes place under direct observation. 

PRE-EMPLOYMENT TESTING 

The FTA regulations require that all applicants for employment in safety-sensitive positions or 
individuals being transferred to safety-sensitive positions must be given a pre-employment drug 
test. 

1. Applicants will not be hired to a safety-sensitive position unless they pass a drug test. 

2. Applicants must be informed in writing of the testing requirements prior to conducting the test. 
Palm Tran will require the applicant to sign a form acknowledging that they know that their 
urine will be tested for Cocaine, PCP, Amphetamines, Marijuana, and Opioids. 

3. The employee must be made aware that their employment is contingent upon a negative test 
result. 

4. It is the responsibility of the applicant to report to the collection site immediately after 
receiving notification. 

5. Positive test results must be reviewed by the MRO. 

6. Applicants are notified by the MRO and are given an opportunity to discuss the results. 

7. Applicants who test positive are referred to a SAP. 

8. Applicants who test positive will not be allowed to apply for one year and at that time show 
proof of a successful SAP referral, evaluation and treatment. 

9. Applicants who result in a positive drug test, but dilute, the test is treated as a verified positive 
drug test. If the test is reported as a negative drug test, but dilute, Palm Tran will direct the 
applicant to perform another drug test immediately. Such recollections will not be collected 
under direct observation, unless there is another basis or if directed by the MRO. The drug 
test must be a verified non-dilute negative result before the applicant can continue through the 
hiring process. 
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